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About the library

- library account
- computer accounts - access from home - Studen ID
- course library - links to the databases and important links on the Internet
- library part of Lund University Libraries network – library card valid at all libraries - different lending conditions
- opening hours Monday – Friday 8 – 20, Saturday & Sunday 9 - 17
- lending conditions and services
Film about plagiarism

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fw6NxvwP41U
Plagiarism

definition

- To **cheat** is to seek personal advantage through plagiarism or fabrication.
- **Plagiarism** means passing of someone else’s work as your own, in an examination situation.
- **Fabrication** means creating something which is not true.

*Why do people plagiarize?*

- Lack of time.
- Insecure of how to construct an academic text or insecure of writing in English.
- Mistakes – copy & paste
- Worried to fail
Remember

- A quotation, paraphrase and summary of another’s work need in-text acknowledgement and inclusion in a reference list.
- The reader should be able to distinguish the work/text/arguments/pictures that you produce from the work of another person.
- You can not submit the same piece of work for two different assignments.
- Choose one reference system and stick to it
- The reference list should only contain the sources that are cited in the text of the document.
- Teachers may have different requirements regarding referencing. Consult your teacher!
- Check with your teacher what kind of collaboration is allowed.
- Remember to add quotation marks, when you cite someone.
Lund University and plagiarism

- Guidelines and regulations on plagiarism and deceitful plagiarism in first-, second- and third-cycle education at Lund University
- URKUND

What happens if you plagiarize?
Help and support to avoid plagiarism

OSCOLA - The Oxford Standard for Citation of Legal Authorities - OSCOLA 4th ed.

Student support – helps you with how to write, cite etc.

- English speaking support
- Phone: 24392, email: studieverkstad@stu.lu.se
- Open Monday to Friday
- Phone and book an appointment

Some books in the library: ex.

Films

- EU-sources
- Treaties
- Legislation
- Case – law
- Commission documents
## EU-documents

- Where to search for EU-documents
- How to search for EU-documents
- Recognize EU-documents

| • EUR-lex  | • CURIA               |
| • Europa.eu | • Parliament database |
| • Rapid     | • Archives            |
| • And more...|                     |

- * - to open up your search
- ”free movement” - to make a phrase search
- AND, OR, NOT – to make a combined search
Some documents

- BULLETIN/2006/5/1.10.14
- PRES/2006/330
- IP/07/181
- TFEU
- 32006L0123
- Directive 2006/123/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 December 2006 on services in the internal market,

- SWD/2014/099 final
- JOIN
- ECLI:EU:C:2015:685
- ELI
- Opinion of Mr Advocate General Wahl delivered on 3 June 2015.
- European Court Reports 2009 I-05185
- C-341/05
- T-175/12
Search for articles and books

Books and e-books – search for in:
- LUBcat, LIBRIS and LUBsearch

Search for articles in:
- LUBsearch
- Heinonline
- Westlaw

you find all the links in course guide: http://libguides.lub.lu.se/europeanbusinesslaw